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Abstract 

Amyloidosis is a group of protein misfolding diseases caused by tissue deposition of 

fibrillary protein aggregates termed amyloid. Amyloid A (AA) amyloidosis is a systemic 

form of amyloidosis that occurs as a complication of chronic inflammatory diseases, such 

as rheumatoid arthritis, familial Mediterranean fever and chronic infections, such as 

tuberculosis. AA amyloid is derived from the precursor protein serum amyloid A and is 

deposited in several organs preferably kidneys, liver and spleen. AA amyloidosis can be 

induced in mice by long standing inflammatory stimulation and concurrent administration 

of tissue extracts of AA amyloid, referred to as amyloid enhancing factor (AEF), reduces 

the time for amyloid deposition in the marginal zone of the spleen from 5 weeks to 2 days. 

The general aim of this thesis was to investigate the mechanisms involved in the 

development of AA amyloid in the mouse model of AA amyloidosis. 

Amyloid was induced in inflamed mice by injection of AEF and amyloid toxicity to 

splenic macrophages was investigated. We found that the marginal zone macrophages 

were very sensitive to amyloid formation and increasing amyloid load caused progressive 

depletion of these cells, whereas red pulp macrophages and metallophilic marginal zone 

macrophages appeared unaffected. To clarify the role of splenic macrophages in 

amyloidogenesis, macrophages were depleted by clodronate containing liposomes. We 

displayed that in the absence of splenic macrophages, especially marginal zone 

macrophages, amyloid formation was delayed implying a crucial role of macrophages in 

amyloid formation.  

The effect of lipid membranes on amyloid formation was studied and we showed that 

liposomes exhibited an amyloidogenic effect in inflamed mice although not as powerful 

as AEF. Following the fate of the liposomes, we showed that liposomes were rapidly 

cleared by uptake in the spleen and liver and colocalized with lysosomes. A tentative 

mechanism might be that accumulation of liposomes in lysosomes interfere with the SAA 

degradation process facilitating amyloid formation. 

Finally the conformational properties of two AEF (AEF1 and AEF2) preparations were 

studied using conformation sensitive luminescent-conjugated oligothiophenes (LCOs). 

We found that AEF1 and AEF2 displayed significantly different ultrastructure as well as 

conformation and consequently induced different cytotoxicity in vitro. Inducing amyloid 

formation in inflamed mice by AEF1 and AEF2 revealed that the polymorph of the 

amyloid aggregates was replicated in vivo. 

In summary, the results obtained in this thesis indicate an important role for macrophages 

for the formation of amyloid. The existence of amyloid strains has long been an in vitro 

finding, but the finding that AEF ultrastructure drives the morphology of newly formed 

amyloid in vivo opens up for new studies that can help us to understand the formation of 

homologous and heterologous fibrils. Thus, the fundamental mechanisms of various 

amyloid diseases are similar and the results presented in the thesis can increase the 

understanding of other amyloid diseases. 
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Populärvetenskaplig 
sammanfattning 

Proteiner är viktiga makromolekyler i allt levande och har avgörande betydelse både för 

cellens struktur och funktion. Proteiner består av lång kedjor av aminosyror som måste 

veckas till en korrekt tredimensionell struktur för att proteinet ska bli funktionellt. 

Felaktig veckning av proteiner kan leda till allvarliga sjukdomar eftersom proteiner som 

inte bryts ner kan klumpa ihop sig, bli olösliga och ansamlas i vävnaden. Ansamling av 

dessa olösliga proteinaggregat, så kallad amyloid, är associerat med flera sjukdomar 

och hittills har 36 olika proteiner identifierats som orsakar sjukdomar hos människan. 

AA-amyloidos är en systemisk form av amyloidos som förekommer över hela världen. 

Den orsakas av ansamling av akutfasproteinet serumamyloid A (SAA) som utsöndras 

till blodet vid inflammation. Vid kroniska inflammatoriska tillstånd såsom reumatoid 

artrit, familjär medelhavsfeber och tuberkulos ökar nivån av SAA i blodet upp till 1000 

gånger och hos vissa individer kan det leda till felveckning av proteinet och 

ackumulering i olika organ, främst njurar, mjälte och lever. När AA-amyloid ansamlas 

i njurarna leder det till proteinuria. 

Musmodeller för AA-amyloidos kan skapas genom långvarig inflammatorisk 

stimulering och insjuknandet kan påskyndas genom att administrera extrakt som renats 

fram från vävnad med amyloid, så kallad amyloidförstärkningsfaktor (AEF). I studierna 

som ligger till grund för avhandlingen har en musmodell använts för att undersöka 

betydelsen av mjältmakrofager för utvecklingen av AA-amyloidos. Makrofager är vita 

blodkroppar som kan ta upp och oskadliggöra cellulärt material och främmande ämnen. 

Vi visar att en specifik typ av makrofager sk marginalzons-makrofager är mycket 

känsliga för amyloid och minskar i antal när mängden av inlagrad amyloid ökar. Om 

makrofagerna avlägsnas med hjälp av fettbubblor, så kallade liposomer, innehållande 

klodronat före amyloidinduktion fördröjs utvecklingen av AA-amyloidos. Vi fann 

också att injicering av fettmembran i form av liposomer påskyndar amyloidutveckling 

i inflammerade möss även om den amyloidogena effekten av liposomer var svagare 

jämfört med AEF. Slutligen karaktäriserar vi två AEF-preparationer med hjälp av 

fluorescenta prober, luminescerande-konjugerade oligotiofener, för att undersöka om 

amyloidstrukturerna skiljer sig åt. Vi fann att de två AEF-preparationerna har olika 

ultrastruktur såväl som olika konformation vilket orsakar olika cytotoxicitet när de 

inkuberas med cellkulturer in vitro. De två AEF-preparationerna används också för att 

inducera amyloidbildning i inflammerade möss och vi visar att konformationen av 

amyloidaggregat replikeras in vivo. 

Avhandlingen visar att mjältmakrofager är viktiga för AA-amyloidbildning och att olika 

population av makrofager är olika känsliga för amyloid. Även om det finns skillnader 

mellan olika amyloidsjukdomar, visar experimenten med två AEF-preparationer att 

grundläggande mekanismer ändå är liknande och resultat från studierna av AA-

amyloidos kan öka förståelsen för andra amyloidsjukdomar. 
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Popular summary 

Proteins are important macromolecules in all living organisms, crucial for both structure 

and function of the cell. Functional proteins consist of amino acids in long chains that 

are folded into a three-dimensional structure. Misfolding of proteins is a serious 

condition, since, if not degraded, the protein might start to accumulate in the tissue, 

leading to a protein misfolding diseases. Amyloidosis is the largest group among the 

protein misfolding diseases, and hitherto 36 different proteins have been identified as 

amyloid-forming in human. 

AA amyloidosis is a systemic form of amyloidosis with a worldwide distribution. It is 

caused by the deposition of acute phase protein serum amyloid A (SAA) found in the 

blood. During inflammation the SAA levels in the circulation can increase 1000-fold 

within 24 hours and this increase is a prerequisite for amyloid formation. Protein AA 

amyloid deposits accumulate throughout the body but the main clinical symptom, 

proteinuria, is caused by AA amyloid deposited in the kidneys. 

Mouse models of AA amyloidosis can be generated by prolonged inflammatory 

stimulation and the disease is accelerated by administration of amyloid extracts, called 

amyloid enhancing factor (AEF). In the studies that form the basis of the thesis, the 

mouse model of AA amyloidosis has been used to investigate the importance of splenic 

macrophages for the development of AA amyloidosis. Macrophages are white blood 

cells with the ability to engulf cellular debris and foreign substances. We showed that a 

specific type of macrophages called marginal zone macrophages are very sensitive to 

amyloid and increasing amyloid load resulted in a progressive depletion of these 

macrophages. If the macrophages are depleted with lipid vesicles, called liposomes, 

containing clodronate before amyloid induction, development of AA amyloidosis is 

delayed. We also found that injecting lipid vesicles in the form of liposomes results in 

accelerated amyloid formation in inflamed mice, but the amyloidogenic effect of 

liposomes was weaker compared to AEF. Finally, we characterized two AEF 

preparations using fluorescent conformation sensitive luminescent-conjugated 

oligothiophenes. We found that the two AEF preparations displayed various 

ultrastructure and conformation, which resulted in different cytotoxicity when 

incubated with cell cultures in vitro. These two AEF preparations were also used to 

induce amyloid formation in inflamed mice and we observed that the conformation of 

amyloid aggregates is replicated in vivo. 

The results obtained through this PhD work points to the importance of splenic 

macrophages for the formation of AA amyloid and that different macrophage 

populations exhibit different sensitivity to amyloid. Although there are differences 

between amyloid diseases, the experiments with two AEF preparations show that the 

fundamental mechanisms are similar and results derived from my studies on AA 

amyloidosis can increase our understanding of other amyloid diseases.  
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Introduction 

Proteins are highly complex biomolecules that are synthesized on ribosomes as linear 

amino acid chains and fold into a predetermined three-dimensional structure to obtain 

functional activity [1, 2]. Failure to fold properly and remain in the native state occur as 

a consequence of factors such as; overexpression, mutations, environmental changes and 

aging. Accumulation of misfolded proteins in various organs can lead to amyloidosis, 

which constitutes a large group of protein misfolding diseases [3, 4]. Amyloid A (AA) 

amyloidosis is one of the most common forms of systemic amyloidosis worldwide. It 

occurs as a complication of chronic inflammatory disorders and chronic infections, which 

cause overproduction of the acute phase protein serum amyloid A (SAA) resulting in 

aggregation of amyloid deposits by a mechanism not yet fully elucidated [5, 6]. 

Therefore, to understand the mechanism of this disease it is imperative to consider both 

the role of amyloid formation and inflammation in the process. In this thesis, we used a 

mouse model of AA amyloidosis to study factors important for development of the 

disease. 

 

Amyloid and amyloidosis 

History and definition  

The term amyloid was first introduced in the medical literature by the German pathologist 

Virchow in 1854 [7]. He identified a mysterious deposit in the nervous system that stained 

blue with iodine and sulfuric acid, similar to the reaction of starch. He named it corpora 

amylacea based on the Latin term “amylum” meaning starch. However, some years later 

a new insight into the biochemical character of amyloid was presented by Friedreich and 

Kekule when they found high proportion of nitrogen in amyloid and suggested that it was 

made up of proteins rather than of carbohydrates [8]. The major advances in the amyloid 

field occurred by the application of the histopathological dye Congo red in 1922 by 

Bennhold. Forty years later, Putchler improved Bennhold’s method and still Congo red 

is the most specific and commonly used dye for detection and diagnosis of amyloid [9]. 

Amyloid stained with Congo red appears as a pink amorphous substance and upon 

examination in polarized light, it shows an apple green birefringence indicating an 

ordered structure [10]. Studies using transmission electron microscopy revealed that 

amyloid deposits have highly organized structure composed of fibrils with a diameter of 

7-13 nm [11]. X-ray diffraction analysis of amyloid fibrils revealed a cross-beta structure 
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[12]. Thus, by definition amyloid is an insoluble substance with a fibrillary appearance 

(Figure 1A), characteristic affinity for Congo red with green birefringence in polarized 

light (Figure 1B), and cross-beta pattern by X-ray diffraction analysis. This definition is 

general for all types of amyloid proteins, regardless of their amino acid sequence [13]. 
 

 
 

Figure 1. Appearance of amyloid. A. Transmission electron microscopy of the fibrillary structure of 

amyloid. B. Green birefringence appearance of Congo red stained amyloid in polarized light. 
 

Although the major component of the amyloid deposit is the fibril forming protein, there 

are also non fibrillary components present in all forms of amyloid including, 

apolipoprotein E [14], serum amyloid P component [15] and heparan sulfate proteoglycan 

[16]. This suggests that the process of amyloid formation is very complex and not only 

dependent on the properties of the amyloidogenic proteins. 

Amyloidosis is the name given to a group of diseases affecting humans and many other 

vertebrates that develop as a result of tissue damage from the deposition of predominantly 

extracellular amyloid fibrils. In general, amyloidosis is classified as either systemic or 

localized. In systemic amyloidosis circulating plasma proteins, including 

immunoglobulin fragments, transporters, acute phase reactants or other plasma 

components acquire a misfolded β-sheet-rich state and deposit in multiple organs such as 

heart, kidney, spleen and liver. In localized amyloidosis, amyloid deposits are confined to 

a particular organ where the precursor protein is produced. Examples of localized 

amyloidosis are deposition of amyloid in the brain in Alzheimer’s disease and in the islets 

of Langerhans in type 2 diabetes [17]. At present, 36 proteins in human and 10 proteins 

in other vertebrates have been identified to form amyloid [18] and many are associated 

with serious disease symptoms (Table 1). 
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Table 1. Examples of human amyloid diseases and their precursor proteins. 

Clinical Syndrome Amyloid 

protein 

Precursor protein Systemic and/ 

or localized 

Target organ(s) 

AL amyloidosis AL Immunoglobulin 

light chain 

S, L All organs except CNS 

AA amyloidosis AA Serum amyloid A S Kidney, GI tract, spleen and 

liver 

Cardiac 

amyloidosis 

ATTR TTR, wild type S Heart mainly in males, lung,  

and ligaments 

Alzheimer’s disease Aβ Aβ protein 

precursor 

L CNS 

Type 2 diabetes AIAPP Islet amyloid 

polypeptide 

L Islets of Langerhans 

Parkinson’s disease AαSyn α-synuclein L CNS 

Creutzfeldt-Jakob 

disease  

APrP Prion protein L CNS 

AL, Amyloid light-chain; AA, Amyloid A; ATTR; Aβ, Amyloid β; Amyloid transthyretin; AIAPP, Amyloid islet 

amyloid polypeptide; AαSyn, Amyloid α-synuclein; APrP, Amyloid prion protein; CNS, Central nervous system 

 

Amyloid fibril structure 

Following synthesis, the peptide chain will fold into its predetermined secondary 

structure. The α-helix and β-sheet are the two main secondary structures and they are 

stabilized by hydrogen bonding present within a peptide strand (intra-strand) or between 

strands (inter-strand), respectively. The α-helix is a coiled strand and the most common 

and stable secondary structure. The β-sheet structure consists of pair of strands lying side-

by-side with 4.7 Å spacing. Hydrogen bonds between the carboxyl oxygen and the amino 

hydrogen of an adjacent strand stabilize the structure. The strands can be directed parallel 

or anti-parallel (N-terminus to C-terminus) of which the anti-parallel is more stable [19]. 

The aggregation of proteins into amyloid fibrils occurs as a result of alteration of their 

secondary structure i.e., the structure is changed from the native form to be dominated by 

cross-β-sheet [20]. Next, supramolecular associations between β-sheets at a distance of 

10 Å result in formation of cross-β-sheet pattern (Figure 2). The hydrogen bonds between 

the protein backbones and between the side chains in the β-sheets stabilize the structure 

[2, 20, 21]. Assembly of cross-β-sheet structures will then form into larger structures 

called protofibrils. Finally, the interaction between three to six protofibrils with a diameter 

of 2-5 nm will constitute the mature fibrils [22]. The stacking of β-sheets run parallel to 

the fibril axis while the β-strands are arranged perpendicular to the fibril axis in each sheet 

(Figure 2). 
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Figure 2. The cross β-sheet structure. In each sheet, the β-strands (green and blue arrows) are aligned 

perpendicular to the fibrilar axis with a spacing of 4.7 Å and stabilized via hydrogen bonds. The cross-β-

sheet structure is formed by association of β-sheets at a distance of 10 Å. The assembly of cross-β-sheet 

structures results in formation of protofibrils and further assembly of protofibrils will constitute the mature 

amyloid fibril. 

Protein folding and aggregation 

When the hydrogen bonds of the secondary structure have been formed, a protein must 

fold into a tertiary structure to become biological active. This structure is referred to as 

the native state of the protein [2, 4]. Protein folding is a vital step and the thermodynamic 

process includes the interactions between the side chains of the amino acids, including 

ionic interactions, disulfide bonds, hydrophobic interactions, van der Waals forces and 

hydrogen bonds. Moreover, interactions between a protein and its environment also 

influence the shape and stability. Usually, polypeptides and small proteins are 

spontaneously folded into their native state, while folding of larger proteins take place via 

the formation of intermediates. To achieve the native conformation, cells have established 

systems that can assist during folding and refolding of proteins and also systems to 

degrade misfolded proteins. Molecular chaperones constitute an assisting system of 

proteins, which facilitate folding and assembly [23-25]. After the protein has reached its 

native state, it can unfold and adopt a new conformation, a misfolded state. To reverse 

this process the misfolded protein can be refolded by interaction with the chaperons. 

Alternatively, misfolded proteins are degraded by the proteasome or lysosome [1, 26, 27]. 

During folding, the hydrophobic effect is an important driving force. The hydrophobic 

residues of the polypeptide chain will occupy the core region of the folded protein and 

these intramolecular hydrophobic forces stabilize the structure. However, misfolded 

proteins can expose the hydrophobic residues at the surface and this result in 

intermolecular interactions between residues of the misfolded proteins, which might 

initiate aggregation [28]. Several types of aggregates can be formed namely; amorphous 
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aggregates with a disordered conformation, β-sheet rich oligomers and amyloid fibrils 

with a highly structured conformation [2]. 

The free energy landscape of protein folding and aggregation 

The protein folding process can be described as a multidimensional energy landscape 

where different conformational states of the protein are defined by the minimum free 

energy, known as Gibbs free energy. Proteins usually fold into the conformation in which 

the free energy is minimized, i.e. the native state. During folding, intermediates need to 

cross substantial energy barriers assisted by molecular chaperons in order to reach the 

thermodynamically most favorable state [2]. Generally the folding and aggregation 

process is determined by the competition between intramolecular and intermolecular 

interactions. When proteins are misfolded, molecular chaperons recognize the exposed 

hydrophobic amino acid side-chains and prevent intermolecular interactions, which 

promote correct folding into the native conformation [24, 25]. 

Misfolded proteins are prone to establish intermolecular interactions resulting in the 

assembly of various type of aggregates. Such aggregation processes are 

thermodynamically favorable, since the free energy of these aggregates are lower than 

the free energy of the misfolded protein. Among different types of protein aggregates, the 

amyloid fibril represent the folding state having a minimum of free energy and is therefore 

known as the thermodynamic ground state (Figure 3) [2, 29, 30]. 

 

Figure 3. The energy landscape of protein folding and aggregation. Folding intermediate with high free 

energy are stabilized by energetically favorable intramolecular interactions towards the native state. 

Partially folded states are energetically favorable as compare to the unfolded state but with higher free 

energy than the native state. Intermolecular interactions between partially folded states might result in the 

formation of amorphous aggregates, oligomers, and amyloid fibrils. Modified from [24]. 
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Pathways of aggregation 

The amyloid fibril formation is a nucleation dependent pathway that can be divided into 

three phases; lag phase, elongation phase and plateau phase [26, 31]. During the lag 

phase, the soluble amyloid proteins are partially unfolded, misfolded or disordered. To 

form a nucleus, a minimum of three monomers interacting with each other via hydrogen 

bonds are needed. The nucleus is the smallest aggregate with the highest Gibbs free 

energy in the process and templates the misfolding of other monomers, in a process is 

referred to as primary nucleation. The formation of nuclei occurs during an extended time, 

from hours to a lifetime. Once the nuclei are formed they can serve as templates for fibril 

growth. This takes place during the elongation phase during which the fibrils extend by 

addition of monomers to the free ends. The slope of the elongation curve reflects the 

speed of the fibril formation. Finally, when most soluble proteins are converted into 

fibrils, the process reaches its equilibrium and enters the plateau phase (Figure 4) [31-

33]. 

Secondary pathways may also occur during aggregation such as amyloid fibril 

fragmentation and secondary nucleation. The fibril fragmentation will increase the 

number of fibril ends and consequently the speed of the fibrillation. Therefore, 

fragmentation has a significant impact on the kinetics during aggregation. Recently, it 

was suggested that the surface of fibrils could also act as template and catalyze the 

formation of more nuclei from monomers in a process called secondary nucleation 

(Figure 4) [34, 35]. The secondary nucleation has been shown to occur in several amyloid 

proteins including Aβ and IAPP [36, 37]. However it should be kept in mind that the 

amyloid fibril formation process as described here originates from data collected from in 

vitro experiments performed in solutions usually containing highly pure and 

homogeneous peptides and proteins. In vivo, several factors including lipid membranes, 

electrolytes and other proteins may affect the aggregation [35]. 
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Figure 4. Pathways of protein aggregation. In the primary nucleation pathway, the interaction between 

monomers results in formation of an oligomeric nucleus during the lag phase. The propagation of the 

nucleus occurs in the elongation phase, and the process reaches its equilibrium in the plateau phase. The 

secondary pathway includes fragmentation and secondary nucleation. During fragmentation the fibrils are 

broken down leading to increased number of fibril ends and consequently increased number of site for 

addition of new monomers. During secondary nucleation, the fibril surfaces catalyze the formation of new 

nuclei from the monomers. Modified from [38]. 

 

Seeding and cross seeding 

Primary nucleation is a energetically unfavorable process and therefore rather slow [2]. 

Several in vitro studies have shown that the formation of amyloid fibrils can be 

accelerated by administration of preformed fibrils (Figure 5) [39-41]. This phenomenon 

is called seeding during which the preformed fibrils act as template and induce a fast 

recruitment of normally folded monomeric proteins leading to an abolished or shortened 

lag phase. 
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Figure 5. Seeding accelerates fibril formation. Administration of preformed amyloid fibrils will shorten 

the lag phase during amyloid fibril formation (dashed line). 

 

Two distinct types of seeding have been identified, namely homologous and heterologous 

seeding (Figure 6). In homologous seeding or self-seeding, the fibril seed is identical to 

the soluble protein, while in heterologous seeding, or cross-seeding, the soluble and 

fibrillary proteins are different [31]. The efficiently seeding of IAPP (the fibril component 

in the islet of Langerhans) by the Aβ fibril is an example of cross-seeding [42]. 

 

 

Figure 6. Schematic illustration of seeding and cross-seeding. Homologous seeding occurs when a protein 

in fibrillary form is the same as the soluble protein. During heterologous seeding or cross seeding, the 

seed and soluble proteins are different. Modified from [31]. 
 
Seeding is a key phenomenon describing a possible pathway for amyloid to spread in a 

tissue or organ and has been described as a part of the infectious process involved in prion 

diseases [43]. Prion diseases, also called transmissible spongiform encephalopathies, are 

a group of neurodegenerative disorders that affect the nervous system in human and 
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animals [44]. The most common form of human prion disease is Creutzfeldt-Jakob 

disease. The prion protein (PrPc) is normally a cellular protein with an α-helix rich 

structure that is present on the cell surface. During misfolding, PrPc is converted into a 

β-structure-rich insoluble form known as the scrapi form (PrPsc), which has the capacity 

to produce identical or similar copies of itself by self-propagation. Thus, it is 

transmissible and able to induce the misfolding of normal cellular prion proteins and 

spread the disease [45, 46]. 

Lipid membrane and amyloid formation  

The protein aggregation process is highly dependent on the environmental conditions, 

such as pH, temperature and ionic strength. Beside these factors, the presence of surfaces 

such as membranes have been shown to affect the aggregation process [47]. Natural 

membranes consist of a phospholipid bilayer bound with proteins and small molecules 

such as cholesterol and carbohydrates. Due to the fact that most proteins are exposed to 

biological membranes in their biological context, they are considered important factors 

that might affect amyloidogenesis. Therefore, model membranes that closely mimic 

natural plasma membrane of mammalian cells are excellent models for studying the 

interaction between membrane and amyloid proteins [48]. Different properties of the lipid 

bilayer has been shown to affect the fibrillation of amyloid proteins such as; lipid 

composition, size, shape and curvature [49-51]. 

The importance of interaction with lipid membrane for protein aggregation has been 

extensively studied in vitro for different amyloid proteins including Aβ and α-synuclein 

[49, 52, 53]. It is suggested that membranes affect the amyloid fibrillation through a 

number of different mechanisms; for example by increasing the local concentration of the 

protein, unfolding the peptide and altering the secondary structure of protein in an 

aggregation-prone manner [54]. It has been shown that the interaction between the lipid 

membrane and the N-terminal part of the α-synuclein molecule results in conformational 

changes from random coil to α-helix that can stabilize intermolecular interactions, which 

favor the conversion to β-sheet conformation and promote aggregation [55]. Moreover, 

the rate of primary nucleation of α-synuclein in the presence of lipid vesicles is enhanced, 

which promote its conversion from soluble state to aggregated form [52]. Several studies 

of the interaction between lipid membrane and the Aβ peptide also showed that lipids 

might affect conformational changes from an α-helical to β-sheet structure and 

consequently accelerate the fibrillation [56-58]. Furthermore, in vitro fibrillation of Aβ 

requires higher concentration of peptide than the corresponding process in vivo [36, 59] 

and many studies suggest that the local concentration of Aβ might increase upon 

interaction with lipid membrane, and consequently this could be an explanation of the 

differences in concentrations required for Aβ fibrillation [60]. 
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Amyloid fibril polymorphism 

In general amyloid fibrils are capable of forming multiple fibril morphologies, i.e., they 

are polymorphic. Fibril polymorphism can be due to differences in the number of 

protofibrils or in the orientation of the protofibrils, as well as differences in their internal 

structure [61, 62]. Variation in fibril growth conditions such as temperature, pH, and 

composition of the solution may alter the rate of nucleation, elongation and secondary 

nucleation, which favor the production of a specific fibril morphology [63]. For example, 

gentle agitation of Aβ40 fibrils at 24°C and pH 7.4 will give rise to the predominant 

striated ribbon morphology, while the same growth condition without agitation results in 

a twisted morphology [64]. Intracellular factors such as molecular chaperons and lipid 

content could also affect the fibrillar morphology [62]. Fibril morphology could also be 

a replication of the morphology induced by a seed. One example is the prion proteins. 

Prion has been shown to have different phenotypic variants known as strains [65]. Such 

strains with different conformation, can template their own morphology during 

propagation by recruitment of surrounding protein molecules [21, 66]. It has been shown 

that different prion strains when inoculated into a new host cause disease with specific 

properties such as severity of changes in the brain or affected area of the brain [65, 67]. 

Amyloid toxicity 

In multicellular organism there is a homeostasis between cells growth and death. 

Redundant or damaged cells are programmed to die to avoid tissue damage and make 

room for functional cells. There are many types of cell death, but two extremes; necrosis 

and apoptosis, are often compared [68]. Necrosis is an acute process that occurs when 

cells are exposed to extreme conditions such as altered temperature, decreased oxygen 

levels or exposure to toxins. This might lead to energy depletion, alteration of the internal 

cellular environment and plasma membrane rupture. The necrotic cell will swell and lose 

integrity, which results in the release of the cell content to the external environment. 

Eventually, accumulation of cellular debris will lead to inflammation and tissue damage 

(Figure 7) [69, 70]. Apoptosis is a genetically programmed pathway that is necessary for 

maintaining a balance of the number of cells in the body and for removal of infected or 

mutated cells. Morphologically, apoptosis is characterized by nuclear fragmentation, 

chromatin condensation, shrinkage of cellular volume along with blebbing of the plasma 

membrane. Biochemically these morphological features are regulated by activation of 

proteases, named caspases in a cascade-like pathway. Ultimately, apoptotic cell death 

leads to formation of condensed bodies known as apoptotic bodies, which are recognized 

and engulfed by scavenger cells, mainly macrophages (Figure 7) [69, 71]. When 

analyzing cell death in cell cultures, an alternative outcome of apoptosis called secondary 

necrosis might be detected. When the apoptotic program is completed, cellular 
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disintegration and release of cell contents might occur due to the absence of 

phagocytosing cells [72]. 

 
Figure 7. Graphic presentation of morphology during cell death. To the left, the apoptosis pathway is 

represented with the characteristic condensation of chromatin, shrinkage of cell volume, appearance of 

cell membrane blebs and formation of the apoptotic bodies which subsequently are phagocytosed. To the 

right, the necrosis pathway shows the swelling of the cell and its organelles, followed by rupture of the 

plasma membrane that results in release of cellular content and subsequent induction of tissue 

inflammation. 

 
The mechanism of amyloid induced cell toxicity has been widely studied [27, 73, 74]. It 

is evident that oligomers are the most toxic species and they are able to cause direct 

cellular damage [27]. The oligomers are either produced during amyloid formation or 

released from mature fibrils [75]. The exact mechanism by which amyloid induces cell 

toxicity is not clear. However, structural characterization of oligomers indicate that the 

heterogeneity of these species in the term of size and structure affect their toxicity. 

Exposure of hydrophobic groups at the surface of the oligomer seems to be an important 

factor determining the interactions with phospholipid bilayers, different protein receptors 

and other cell surface components. This might result in reduced receptor activity, increase 

in membrane permeabilization, formation of pore-like structures and disruption of ion 

homeostasis causing e.g. Ca2+ influx [27, 76, 77]. The small size of oligomers and the 

presence of more active ends, which improve their interaction with cellular targets also 
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determine their toxicity [78]. Cellular uptake of oligomers by endocytosis or 

phagocytosis, cause intracellular accumulation of undegradable species and eventual 

impairment of cellular degradation systems, generation of reactive oxygen species, 

mitochondrial dysfunction and subsequently induction of apoptosis or other forms of cell 

death [79]. 

Amyloid detection 

Congo red  

Congo red (Figure 8), an aromatic sulfonated azo dye, was the first agent used for 

diagnosis of amyloid diseases and still it is the gold standard dye due to its high sensitivity 

and specificity for amyloid structure [80]. The binding between the dye and the amyloid 

gives rise to the apple-green birefringence when the stained amyloid is visualized in cross 

polarized light and typical pinkish color in bright light [81]. Congo red only binds protein 

aggregates with an extensive cross β-pleated sheet conformation, but lacks ability to 

distinguish different types of amyloid structures. Therefore the heterogeneity of amyloid 

aggregates found by other methods could not be detected by Congo red [80]. 

 

 

 

Figure 8. Chemical structure of Congo red. 

 

 

Luminescent conjugated oligothiophenes  

Luminescent conjugated oligothiophenes (LCOs) are conformation sensitive probes that 

are able to detect and differentiate between different structures and conformations of 

protein aggregates. The thiophene unit is a heterocyclic aromatic compound with the 

formula C5H4S, which constitute the conjugated backbone. During synthesis of 

oligothiophene, the thiophenes are linked together by a carbon-carbon single bond which 

is formed by boronic acid with a halide using a palladium catalyst [82]. 

Different LCOs are characterized by variant number of thiophenes in the backbone. The 

fluorescent spectrum of the LCO is determined by the length of the thiophene backbone 

and the chemical substitution along the backbone. Moreover, the biding propensity varies 
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depending on the amyloid structures [82, 83]. The twistable thiophene backbone makes 

the molecule conformational sensitive and produce emission spectra that changes 

depending on the conformation of the amyloid [82]. LCOs have been used to discriminate 

between different protein aggregates including different prion strains and Aβ aggregates 

[82, 84]. Recently, a thiophene based ligand has been developed that selectively binds to 

Tau aggregates [85]. 

In this thesis, the tetrameric formic thiophene acetic acid (qFTAA) and the heptameric 

formic thiophene acetic acid (hFTAA) were used (Figure 9). The first letter of the 

abbreviation stands for the number of thiophene rings. The second letter (F) indicates the 

substitution of two end-thiophenes moieties by formic acid and the last two letters (AA) 

indicate the substitution of the thiophene backbone by acetic acid [82]. 

 

Figure 9. Chemical structure of Luminescent conjugated oligothiophenes (LCOs). A. qFTAA and B. 

hFTAA. 

AA Amyloidosis 
AA amyloidosis is one of the most prevalent forms of systemic amyloidosis and is found 

in humans and in over 50 animal species. The precursor protein is the acute phase protein 

serum amyloid A (SAA) [5, 6]. In human, AA amyloidosis occurs as a consequence of 

long standing inflammatory diseases e.g. tuberculosis, rheumatoid arthritis and familial 

Mediterranean fever [5]. The local inflammatory cells such as macrophages and 

neutrophils secrete proinflammatory cytokines including tumor necrosis factor (TNF)-α, 

interleukin (IL)-1ß and IL-6 into the bloodstream. The inflammatory cytokines act mainly 

on hepatocytes and increase their production of serum amyloid A [86, 87]. Although high 

level of SAA is required for development of AA amyloidosis, only a fraction of patients 

will develop the disease. This indicates that additional factors such as genetic background 

and environmental factors might be important [5].
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The acute phase response  

The immune system is divided into the innate and adaptive immunity. Innate immunity 

or non-specific immunity is the first defense to any foreign entry in the body, while the 

adaptive immunity is specially targeted to particular pathogens and is carried out by 

lymphocytes through the generation of antibodies and cell-mediated immune responses 

[88]. 

The innate immunity is composed of two lines of defense namely the physical barriers as 

well as the inflammatory response. The skin together with the mucous membrane is the 

primary physical barrier. Sweat glands and other skin secretions along with mucous, bile, 

gastric acid, saliva and tears, prevent the entrance of microorganism into the body [89].  

The inflammatory response is involved in the defense against any foreign entry and the 

subsequent resolution of inflammation and repair of damaged tissue. The inflammatory 

response can be acute or chronic based on the duration and intensity of the inflammatory 

stimuli. Acute inflammation is a short-term reaction, lasting from minutes to days, while 

chronic inflammation is a long term inflammation, lasting from weeks to months and 

even years [90]. The acute phase response is an essential part of the innate immune 

system, which is activated by different stimuli such as trauma, infection and stress. The 

possible outcomes of acute inflammation are complete resolution, scarring, abscess 

formation and progression to chronic inflammation. Thus if the acute phase could not be 

resolved, it results in chronic inflammation. Persistent injury or infections, prolong 

exposure to toxic agents and autoimmune diseases are examples of conditions that might 

result in chronic inflammation [91]. Chronic inflammation is initiated by lymphocytes, 

macrophages and plasma cells, while cells harboring specific pattern-recognition 

receptors able to recognize any pathogens such as tissue macrophages, neutrophils and 

mast cells constitute the acute phase response [88]. The recognition stimulates activation 

of more macrophages and induces the secretion of proinflammatory cytokines, 

particularly IL-1ß, IL-6 and TNF-α, as well as several chemokines. The production of 

proinflammatory cytokines affect the production of the acute-phase proteins (APPs). The 

APPs are soluble components of the innate immune system that are produced in the liver 

and release into the blood [92]. When the plasma concentration of APPs is increased, 

these proteins facilitate the recognition of pathogens by binding to the polysaccharide 

components of the pathogen’s cell wall. This opsonization process improves the 

recognition by phagocytic cells such as macrophages. Consequently, APPs induce the 

migration of phagocytes to the affected area and enhance phagocytosis. The two major 

APPs in human are C-reactive protein (CRP) and serum amyloid A (SAA) [92].
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Interleukin-1 

IL-1β is an early response cytokine usually produced by activated macrophages. It has a 

crucial role in the pathogenesis of several inflammatory disorders, such as rheumatoid 

arthritis and atherosclerosis [93]. IL-1β is synthesized as an inactive precursor, pro-IL-

1β, that undergoes activation via enzymatic cleavage by caspase-1. The activation of 

caspase-1 occurs via assembly of multi-protein complexes of the NALP family of 

inflammasomes [94]. SAA has been shown to provide a signal for production of pro-IL-

1β as well as activation of the Nod-like receptor protein 3 (NLRP3) inflammasome [95]. 

Moreover, it has been shown that, the production of IL-1β can be independent of 

inflammasome activation [96, 97]. For example in caspase-1-deficient mice, the 

production of IL-1β is not inhibited [96], since other proteases such as cathepsin C are 

also capable of processing pro-IL-1β [97]. 

Serum amyloid A 

As described above SAA, is an acute phase reactant produced in the liver and transported 

in the circulation bound to high density lipoprotein (HDL). Under normal conditions the 

serum concentration of SAA is low but during inflammation, the concertation is 

dramatically increased from 1 µg/ml to 1 mg/ml, which leads to a partially replacement 

of apoA-I (a major protein constituent of HDL) by SAA [98]. The major function of SAA 

is not clear but several physiological functions have been proposed, such as a role in 

modulation of the immune response and in regulation of reverse cholesterol transport [98, 

99]. The SAA constitutes a family of proteins composed of 103-104 amino acids with 

poor aqueous solubility. They are encoded by closely related genes with very strong 

conservation throughout the vertebrate evolution. In humans and mice, SAA is encoded 

by 4 genes (SAA1-SAA4) and the two main isoproteins in humans are SAA1 and SAA 2 

and in mice are SAA1.1 and SAA2.1 [100]. The AA amyloidosis arises from misfolding 

and aggregation of SAA1 and SAA2 of which SAA1 is the predominant precursor 

protein. In mouse, the SAA2.1 protein is 94% identical to SAA1.1, and it has been shown 

that both isoforms are induced in approximately equal quantity during inflammation. 

However, only SAA1.1 forms AA amyloid indicating that these small differences in 

amino acid sequence have major impact on the amyloidogeneity of the proteins [101].  

SAA is synthesized as pre-SAA consisting of 122 amino acids, which includes an 18-

amino acid signal peptide. The signal peptide is cleaved during secretion, which results 

in the mature form of SAA1 with 104-amino acid. The monomeric structure of human 

SAA1 is predicted to consist of four antiparallel α-helices; helices 1 (aa 1-27), 2 (aa 32-

47), 3 (aa50-69), 4 (aa 73-88) and a C-terminal tail (aa 89-104) (Figure 10A) [102]. The 

N-terminal region of SAA1 binds to the lipid surface of HDL, while the C-terminal region 

stabilizes the overall structure (Figure 10B). Removal of the C-terminal region results in 
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aggregation of the N-terminal fragments and AA amyloid formation [103, 104]. In AA 

amyloidosis, amyloid deposits consists of proteolytic fragments of different length and 

different isoelectric points [105]. The AA protein with 76-residiues is the most common 

aggregation prone fragment found in amyloid deposits isolated from renal glomeruli 

[106]. It has been shown in vitro that digestion of recombinant human SAA1 by the 

lysosomal protease cathepsin B generates the 76-residue fragment [107]. Interestingly, 

about 10% of the patients with AA amyloidosis have amyloid deposits composed of N-

terminal fragments of around 100 and 44 residues, which are deposited in the renal 

medulla and blood vessel walls. These patients do not develop proteinuria since amyloid 

deposits are excluded from glomeruli [108]. 

 
Figure 10. The serum amyloid A protein. A. Linear schematic presentation of human SAA1. A signal 

peptide of 18 amino acids is located in the N-terminal. The mature SAA1 protein has 104 amino acids 

containing 4 α-helices (h1-h4) and a C-terminal tail [103]. B. Suggested model for SAA interaction on 

HDL showing that SAA binds to HDL through amphipathic α-helices h1 and h3. Modified from [104].
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Diagnosis and treatment of AA amyloidosis 

AA amyloidosis is a systemic disease where amyloid deposits are found in most organs 

typically in kidneys, spleen and liver. Proteinuria is usually the first clinical sign of the 

disease [5, 109]. 

The only way to diagnose systemic amyloidosis is by analysis of a tissue biopsy. The 

abdominal adipose tissues usually contain amyloid deposits and is easily collected but 

biopsy of gastrointestinal mucosa or kidney can also be used [5]. As mentioned above, 

the presence of amyloid is detected by Congo red staining and the deposits in AA 

amyloidosis usually have strong affinity. There are also alternative detection methods 

such as staining with thioflavin T or S but this method requires analysis in fluorescence 

microscope [110]. The important aspect for diagnosis of systemic amyloidosis is to 

determine the amyloid type. Usually immunohistochemistry can be performed with 

commercially available antibodies, [111] which are available for AA amyloidosis [5]. 

Like all amyloid diseases, there is no amyloid-specific therapy for AA amyloidosis. 

However, by controlling the inflammation using e.g., anti-TNFs, IL-1, and IL-6 

blockers, the SAA level can be suppressed, which eliminate the risk of developing the 

disease [5, 112]. Today the knowledge about AA amyloidosis and the mechanism of the 

formation of amyloid fibril is expanding and there are many specific treatments under 

development. In some treatments, the fibrils themselves are the main target, while 

molecules that are implicated in the pathogenesis of AA amyloidosis such as heparan 

sulfate [113] and serum amyloid P [114] are the targets of other suggested treatments. 

Mouse models of AA amyloidosis 

Since AA amyloidosis is caused by long standing inflammation, it can be induced in 

susceptible animals. As the mature proteins encoded by SAA1 and SAA2 are highly 

conserved between mouse and human, the mouse is an excellent model for studies of AA 

amyloidosis [115-117]. The inflammation inducible murine AA models have been 

extensively used to study AA amyloidosis. In these models, inflammation is induced by 

a variety of inflammatory stimuli such as casein, Freund’s adjuvant, lipopolysaccharides 

and silver nitrate [118-121]. This results in production of inflammatory cytokines (IL-6, 

IL-1β and TNF-α) that stimulate the acute phase response. Using silver nitrate as an 

inflammatory stimulus, AA amyloid deposits occurs after > 5 weeks indicating the time 

frame for the lag phase [122]. However, addition of extract of amyloid laden tissue, 

referred to as amyloid enhancing factor (AEF), simultaneously with inflammation, 

accelerate amyloid formation from weeks to days [123]. In this rapid model, amyloid 
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deposition starts in the marginal zone of the spleen followed by deposition in the liver 

and much later in the kidneys [124].  

Substances with amyloid enhancing properties 

As mentioned above, AEF is able to shorten the lag phase and accelerate the amyloid 

formation [125]. Of note, AEF also has the ability to cross-seed between different species. 

It has been shown that spleen homogenates from patients with AA or AL amyloidosis can 

induce amyloidosis in inflamed mice [126]. Acceleration of AA-amyloid deposition is 

also possible by introducing synthetic amyloid-like fibrils made from different amyloid 

proteins as well as natural amyloid-like fibrils such as silk and curli. Consistent 

experiments suggest that the biologically active component in AEF is the amyloid fibril 

itself that act as a seed [125, 127, 128]. Interestingly, there are also non-fibrillary 

substances with potential to accelerate amyloid formation in inflamed mice, for example, 

polyethylene glycol (PEG). Since PEG is not an amyloid template, the mechanism for 

PEG-induced amyloid enhancement should be different from that of AEF. PEG do not 

induce an inflammatory response but has been shown to affect the function of 

macrophages and mast cells by accumulation in lysosome, which might affect the cellular 

processing of SAA [129]. Moreover, as already mentioned above, lipid membranes are 

able to catalyze fibrillation of different amyloid proteins such as Aβ and α-synuclein in 

vitro [49, 130, 131]. 

Structure of the spleen  

In the mouse model of AA amyloidosis, the spleen is the first organ to be affected by 

amyloid. The spleen is a lymphoid organ, rich in immune cells, including macrophages, 

lymphocytes and dendritic cells. The major function of the spleen is to identify blood 

borne pathogens, remove dying red blood cells, regulate erythrocyte homeostasis and 

inflammatory responses [132]. During inflammation, splenic macrophages increase the 

secretion of proinflammatory cytokines such as IL-6 and TNF-α as well as the anti-

inflammatory cytokine IL-10. Thus spleen plays a central role in the systemic immune 

reactions [133-135]. 

The spleen has a unique architecture comprising two main compartments, the white pulp 

and the red pulp (Figure 11). The white pulp consists of follicles, the periarterial 

lymphatic sheath (PALS) and the marginal zone. The marginal sinus is a vascular channel 

that separate the marginal zone from the follicles. Blood enters the spleen through the 

splenic artery that branches into smaller arteries, called central arteries that continue into 

the end capillaries. Around the splenic artery lymphoid tissue called PALS is located, 

which mainly contains lymphocytes and macrophages. The PALS is surrounded by an 

area called the marginal zone, in which follicles contain B-cells are situated. The marginal 
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zone forms the border between the white and red pulp and is predominantly made up of 

macrophages [132]. Two different types of macrophages populate the marginal zone; 

metallophilic marginal zone macrophages (MMZMs) and marginal zone macrophages 

(MZMs). These are present at the inner and outer border of the marginal sinus, 

respectively. Both MZMs and MMZMs are cells with high ability to phagocytose blood 

borne pathogens [136]. These macrophages appear only after birth and are found in their 

location between postnatal days 21–28. The exact origin of these populations of 

macrophages is still unclear, although it has been shown that they can develop from bone 

marrow monocyte precursors cells [137]. They express a unique set of pattern recognition 

receptors and are able to remove most types of bacteria and viruses entering the marginal 

zone. MZMs are characterized by expression of the C-type lectin SIGNR1 and type I 

scavenger receptor called the macrophage receptor with collagenous structure 

(MARCO). In contrast, MMZMs are characterized by expression of the adhesion 

molecules SIGLEC1 and MOMA-1 [138].  

The main part of the spleen is made up by the red pulp where the red blood cells undergo 

a quality control and consists of cords and venous sinuses. The end capillaries that are 

branches of the central arteries allow the red blood cells to flow into the surrounding 

tissues called venous sinuses and then transport them to the collecting vein, which join 

into the splenic vein. The venous sinuses are lined by endothelium with an unusual 

discontinuous structure. Between the end capillaries and venous sinuses areas of tissue 

called cords, which contain red pulp macrophages (RPMs), are situated [132, 139]. RPMs 

are characterized by expression of F4/80high CD68+ CD11low[138]. RPMs originate from 

the primitive yolk sac and fetal definitive hematopoiesis and locate in the red pulp 

between postnatal days 14–21. After depletion, RPMs repopulate the red pulp by bone 

marrow monocytes [137]. The role of RPMs is to filter the blood from senescent 

erythrocytes. In addition RPMs control the iron homeostasis and prevent autoimmunity 

by production of anti-inflammatory cytokines such as IL-10 and by induction of innate 

and adaptive immunity [132, 140].
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Figure 11. Structure of the spleen. Spleen comprises two main compartments; red pulp and white pulp. 

The red pulp consists of venous sinuses and cords, which contain red pulp macrophages (RPMs) (shown 

in light blue). Marginal zone macrophages (MZMs) (shown in green) and metallophilic marginal zone 

macrophages (MMZMs) (shown in purple) are located in the outer an inner part of the marginal sinus, 

respectively. Red blood cells (RBCs) are shown in red and periarterial lymphatic sheath (PALS), which 

consists of lymphoid tissues surrounding the central arteries are shown in light green. Modified from 

[136]. 
 

Macrophages in AA amyloidosis 

Tissue resident macrophages has been shown to be involved in the pathogenesis of 

amyloid diseases [141, 142], and macrophages are frequently found in close association 

with the amyloid. Since macrophages contain a broad range of proteases able to 

proteolytically cleave amyloid precursor proteins, they might promote amyloidogenesis. 

On the other hand, amyloid degradation is a possible target for macrophage derived 

proteases [143, 144]. Thus, macrophages have been proposed to be involve in both 

formation and degradation of the amyloid. [124, 145, 146]. 

Amyloid clearance 

Studies performed in the murine model of AA amyloidosis have shown that amyloidosis 

is a reversible process. If inflammation ceases, the amyloid can be almost completely 

cleared form spleen and liver within 6-8 months [147, 148]. However re-induction of 

amyloidosis by repeating the inflammatory stimulus results in an excessive amyloid 

deposition [148]. Amyloid has been shown to be engulfed by macrophages indicating that 

they are possibly involved in the clearance of amyloid [144, 149]. Moreover, it has been 

shown that immunological mechanisms are involved in the clearance of amyloid in the 

experimental mouse model of AA amyloidosis, since antibodies against AA amyloid are 

developed during clearance [117]. 
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Aims 

The general aim of the studies included in this thesis was to increase the knowledge of 

mechanisms important for AA amyloid development using a mouse model.  

 

We specifically aimed to: 

 

 Study the function and fate of the splenic macrophages during AA amyloid formation. 

 Elucidate the significance of lipid membrane in development of AA amyloidosis. 

 Characterize the conformational properties of AA amyloid deposits by using different 

seeds.  

 Study AA amyloid-induced cytotoxicity. 
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Comments on 
Methods 

This section contains the theoretical background and some considerations regarding the 

methods used in Paper I-III. For complete descriptions of all materials and methods used, 

see the respective paper. 

Mouse model of AA amyloidosis  

The mouse (Mus musculus) is the most common animal model for AA amyloidosis 

showing similar amyloid distribution pattern and organ damage as in human [2]. Outbred 

female NMRI mice were used in this thesis. To achieve rapid amyloid accumulation we 

decided to, besides inducing inflammation, use AEF, which was injected in the tail vein. 

Inflammation was induced by injection of 1% AgNO3 that is well-known for its potent 

ability to induce acute inflammation. It was injected subcutaneously directly after AEF 

injection. To maintain inflammation the injections were performed at day 0 and then 

repeated once a week. Injection of AgNO3 results in elevation of the precursor protein 

SAA, which peaked 24 hours after injection [150]. Injection of AgNO3 may cause small 

ulcers at the site of the injection due to its toxicity. To minimize the risk of such ulcers, 

each dose of AgNO3 was distributed at several places. Mice that developed ulcers were 

kept in separate cages and treated with the antifungal drug methyl-rosanilin. 

Ethical consideration 

The animal experiments were approved by the Animal Ethics Committee at Linköping 

University (Permit numbers 85-11 and 120-10). 

All experiments were performed with focus on welfare of the animal and with the goal to 

cause as little suffering as possible. The animals were excluded from the experiments and 

sacrificed according to the animal ethics regulation if weight loss of more than 10% or 

deteriorated general condition was observed. All injection were performed on 

anesthetized animals. The intravenously injected AEF and liposomes were not toxic and 

did not cause any local reaction. No symptoms nor weight loss due to development of 

amyloid was detected in animals during the study period. 
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Amyloid staining and grading  

Congo red 

For fast detection of amyloid, spleen or liver smears were stained with Congo red to 

rapidly observe the presence of amyloid. This method is very convenient and trustable. 

We used small piece of fresh tissue, which was compressed and spread between two glass 

slides, fixed in formalin and stained with Congo red. For grading of amyloid and 

morphological studies, frozen spleen sections were stained with Congo red and 

counterstained with Mayer’s hematoxylin. Congo red can be visualized both by light 

microscopy using a polarization filter and by fluorescence microscopy. Amyloid displays 

red fluorescence when excited at wavelengths between 530-585 nm and is detected by 

emission above 600 nm [151]. 

Amyloid was graded blinded by two independent observers using a semi-quantitative 

method described by Lundmark et al [125]. Briefly, the amyloid load graded 1+ was 

defined as detection of one or two small deposits in the whole section, 2+ as amyloid 

localized in the follicles in a limited area, 3+ as moderate amount of amyloid deposits 

found around almost all follicles, and 4+ as extensive amyloid deposits found around all 

follicles and often extending into the red pulp (Figure 12). 

 

Figure 12. Representative examples of the amyloid grading in the spleen. Frozen spleen sections stained 

with Congo red are shown in fluorescence light. Amyloid appears as red materials and is graded from very 

thin focal deposits (1+) to extensive amyloid deposits (4+). 
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Attempts were made to grade amyloid deposits by analyzing fluorescence intensity to 

obtain a quantitative method for grading in the spleen. However, this method only worked 

for amyloid grade 3+ or 4+, but for detection of small amyloid deposits (grade 1+ and 

2+), this method is not sensitive enough. Therefore, the semi-quantitative method was 

used for grading of amyloid in polarized light. Amyloid grading was also performed in 

hFTAA stained spleen tissues (see below) using the same grading scale as for Congo red. 

LCOs 

LCO staining provides more sensitive and selective detection of amyloid compare to 

other conventional technique. By combining two LCOs with different fluorescence 

signatures and different modes of binding, the conformational differences in different 

amyloid polymorphs can be detected [82, 152]. In Paper III, hFTAA and qFTAA were 

used to stain different morphotypes of amyloid. Small immature amyloid deposits as well 

as mature amyloid could be detected using hFTAA, while qFTAA only binds to mature 

amyloid [82]. 

Analysis of hFTAA/qFTAA was made using an epifluorescence microscope and a 

hyperspectral camera. Samples were excited at 436 nm and emission spectra were 

collected between 460 and 700 nm through a long pass filter. In homogenous samples, 

spectra were collected from representative regions of interest and the ratio between the 

peaks at 500 nm (specific for qFTAA fluorescence) and 540 nm (specific for hFTAA 

fluorescence) was calculated for each spectrum. In tissue samples, where the distribution 

of spectral signatures is wide, a custom-made spectral correlation algorithm was used 

[153]. To facilitate this, reference spectra from sections stained with each LCO separately 

were determined. Similarities between the obtained spectrum and the reference spectra 

were compared using the algorithm and a correlation score was defined. Correlation score 

1 means total overlap with the reference spectrum, while correlation score 0 means no 

overlap with the reference spectrum. The fraction of pixels that were 50% or more similar 

to qFTAA as compared to hFTAA were summed up and plotted as relative qFTAA 

contribution. 

A mixture of qFTAA and hFTAA was used to stain both AEF and cryosections from 

spleen. In order to collect the reference spectra, spleen sections from mice sacrificed on 

day 23 were stained with qFTAA or hFTAA separately.
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The delivery and uptake of liposomes 

Liposomes are artificial vesicles of spherical shape consisting of one or more 

phospholipid bilayers with a size ranging from 30 nm to several micrometers. Liposomes 

are not toxic and they are extensively used as carriers for numerous molecules such as 

drugs [154]. The lipid composition, surface charge, size and the number of lipid bilayers 

as well as the method of preparation have great impact on the properties of the liposome. 

For example large liposomes (> 400 nm) are cleared more rapidly from the blood 

circulation than smaller [155]. By selecting different lipid composition, the surface charge 

of the liposomes can be altered, which might affect the liposome stability in the blood. 

Neutral liposomes are the most stable and bind the lowest amount of blood serum protein 

[156]. When liposomes interact with cells, their uptake and distribution occurs through 

different mechanisms depending on their size, charge and encapsulated molecule. For 

example liposomes of a diameter larger than 150 nm are phagocytosed by macrophages 

and Kupffer cells [157]. In Paper I and II, we used neutral multilayered liposomes 

containing phosphatidylcholine and cholesterol with the size ranging from 100 nm to 10 

µm. They were injected intravenously in mice in order to obtain efficient and fast uptake 

by e.g. macrophages. In accordance, using BODIPY-labelled liposomes, we showed that 

these liposomes were rapidly cleared from the circulation and taken up in spleen and liver. 

We also exposed the cell line J774.A1 to FITC encapsulated in liposomes and determined 

the co-localization with cellular organelles. 

 

Depletion of macrophages by liposomes 

encapsulated clodronate  

To deplete macrophages, the liposomal mediated macrophage suicide technique 

employing clodronate (dichloromethylene bisphosphonate) was used. This well-

established method has been proven efficient and specific for depletion of macrophages 

in different tissues depending on the administration route [158]. Clodronate has a very 

short half-life, once it is released in the circulation, it is rapidly removed by the kidneys 

[159]. Free clodronate molecules cannot easily enter the cells and are therefore 

encapsulated in liposomes to be taken up by macrophages by endocytosis [160]. 

Intravenously injected liposomes with encapsulated clodronate are engulfed by 

macrophages and delivered to lysosomes. By lysosomal processes clodronate is released 

into the cytosol where it is converted into a non-hydrolysable ATP analog (AppCCl2p). 

The AppCCl2p binds to ATP/ADP translocase in the mitochondrial inner membrane and 

causes loss of the mitochondrial inner membrane integrity, which results in apoptosis 

[161, 162]. 
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The intravenous route of administration of liposomes encapsulated clodronate (CL) 

eliminate the macrophages in spleen, liver and bone marrow within 24 h [163]. The 

volume of 0.2 ml of CL was injected which is the highest volume that is allowed to inject 

intravenously in mice and our most effective dose of liposomes in the current 

experimental design. This method was very efficient for depletion of RPMs and MZMs, 

but the depletion of MMZMs was incomplete, probably due to their localization in the 

inner part of the marginal sinus, which provide MMZMs an initial protection. 

Immunofluorescence 

Immunofluorescence is an antibody-based staining technique to visualize discrete 

components in tissues. To optimize the staining quality it is important to find a balance 

between preservation of the morphology through fixation and obtain high specificity of 

the antibody binding to the antigen [164]. In this thesis the tissue was cryopreserved. This 

technique preserves the antigenicity but has the disadvantage of poorer morphology and 

resolution at high magnification. The fixation is an important first step to immobilize the 

antigens. Formalin is the most widely used fixative and was used for detection of RPMs 

and MMZMs. However, for detection of MZMs in frozen spleen sections, ice cold 

acetone had to be used. The acetone is not an ideal fixative having strong dehydrating 

ability and resolves the membranes. On the other hand, for larger proteins or structures 

acetone is a good preservative. Regardless these disadvantages, acetone was found to give 

the best staining specificity for MZMs for SIGN-R1 antibody while for additional 

staining of MZMs, formalin was found to give the best staining for MARCO antibody. 

For detection of macrophages, monoclonal antibodies were used in Paper I and II. The 

monoclonal antibodies are highly specific for recognition of only one epitope and have 

low background noise. To determine the interaction and co-localization between amyloid 

and macrophages, Congo red staining was performed after completing incubation with 

the secondary antibody. In addition double immunostaining was performed in 

macrophages to analyze proliferation, using Ki67, and inflammasome activation by 

staining for the mature form of IL-1β. To study the presence of IL-1β in spleen, the 

fixation was followed by treatment with Triton X-100 to obtain a more efficient 

penetration of the antibody.  

Kidney sections were used as positive control for the IL-1β staining. As negative control 

kidney sections only stained with secondary antibody were used. The IL-1β antibody did 

not show any reactivity in acetone fixed kidneys but worked in paraformaldehyde or 

formalin fixed tissues. To detect co-staining between the MZM antibody SIGNR1, and 

IL-1β in MZMs, paraformaldehyde fixation was found to be the best compromise. 
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Confocal laser scanning microscopy  

Confocal laser scanning microscopy is an optical imaging technique, in which it is 

possible to obtain higher resolution and contrast than with conventional fluorescence 

microscopy. It enables to collect two-dimensional (2D) images at different depth in a 

sample (z-sections) and then construct images into a 3D image. The samples are exposed 

to a laser beam and the emitted light is collected and refocused through a pinhole aperture. 

The microscope was equipped with four lasers (405 nm, 488 nm, 555 nm and 639 nm) to 

enable detection of multiple fluorophores within a sample. In fixed tissue samples, 

confocal microscopy was used to analyze presence of intracellular amyloid by 

determination of co-localization between splenic macrophages and amyloid by the use of 

Z-section. DAPI staining was used to stain the nuclei and localize individual cells. By 

rotating the 3D images, it was possible to detect the intracellular amyloid more easily.  

Quantification of splenic macrophages  

Quantification of splenic macrophages was performed on images obtained by confocal 

microscopy. Images of red pulp were captured at 63x magnification while images of 

marginal zones were captured at 20x magnification. All images were collected randomly. 

In Paper I, we showed that MZMs were depleted in the marginal zones with amyloid. 

Therefore in Paper II, images of the marginal zones were captured randomly but the 

quantification was only performed in regions with amyloid.   

In order to prevent bias, all images were acquired under identical settings of the 

microscope and was used for further image processing. Image J software was used for 

quantification of macrophages and according to the threshold that was set, the labeled 

areas of macrophages were measured in each image and the mean value was calculated 

for each animal.   

Analysis of fibril morphology  

Transmission electron microscopy (TEM) was used to study the morphology of amyloid 

fibrils. The samples of interest were absorbed on formvar-coated copper grids, negatively 

stained with uranyl acetate, and viewed in a Jeol 1230 electron microscope. The 

morphology of the fibrils was determined by measurements of their length, width and 

periodicity of turns using Image J (Figure 13). To measure periodicity of turns, the 

distance between two pitches in twisted fibrils were measured and the average of 100 

measurements was calculated.  
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Figure 13. TEM micrograph of amyloid fibrils. The twisted fibrils usually have a distinct periodicity, 

which is illustrated by the yellow double headed arrow. The red double headed arrow shows the fibril 

width and the blue double headed arrow shows fibril length. 

Cell model  

Cell culture technique allows us to visualize cells and organelles in much higher 

resolution as compared to the tissue. Moreover, using cell culture the toxic effect of 

specific compound can be tested. The murine macrophage-like cell line J774A.1 was used 

in Paper II and III to study specific organelle uptake of liposomes as well as study the 

toxicity induced by AEF. This cell line is a well-established model systems in cell biology 

and immunology and can easily be maintained [165, 166]. The cells grow fast and has 

been shown as an ideal model system for analysis of cellular processes like phagocytosis 

[167]. 

Amyloid toxicity and cell viability 

It is recommended to use more than one method for the assessment of cellular death and 

toxicity. The analysis of membrane integrity is a common method to measure cellular 

viability and can be performed in different ways. One possible measurement is to quantify 

the leakage of cellular component over the plasma membrane into the culture medium. 

An example of this type of analysis is the lactate dehydrogenase (LDH) assay, which is a 

reliable colorimetric assay that is useful for detection of necrosis [168]. LDH is a 

cytosolic enzyme that catalyze the interconversion of lactate and pyruvate using reducing 

equivalents from NAD+/NADH + H+. The reduction reaction is coupled to the formation 

of red formazan from tetrazolium salt and the level of formazan can be measured 

colorimetrically at 490 nm. The level of formazan is proportional to the amount of LDH 

released from damaged cells into the medium [169]. 
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Another useful alternative method to study cell death is the use of dyes able to 

differentiate between cells with intact and ruptured plasma membranes [170]. We used 

the combination of propidium iodide (PI) and Hoechst 33342. PI is a red-fluorescent 

nuclear stain that only penetrates cells with ruptured cell membrane, while normal cells 

with an intact plasma membrane exclude the dye. Thus, PI identifies necrotic cells. In 

contrast, Hoechst is a nuclear stain taken up by living cells. Hoechst positive cells were 

considered healthy if the nuclei were regular in shape, while cells with condensed or 

fragmented nuclei were considered apoptotic. Nuclei positive for both Hoechst and PI 

were considered necrotic [170]. The morphological changes during cell death was 

assessed by live cell imaging in an inverted confocal microscope. The percent of apoptotic 

and necrotic cells was calculated and compared to untreated controls. 

Stability assay of protein fibrils 

One common method to determine the stability of a protein is to study its denaturation 

with a chemical agent. Urea has the ability to interact with both polar and non-polar parts 

of proteins [171] and is therefore used to expose the non-polar core of the protein to the 

surface and thereby destabilize hydrophobic interactions [172]. This results in polarity 

changes of the solution. Nile red is a fluorescent dye with high sensitivity to the local 

polarity and high affinity to amyloid aggregates [173]. In a non-polar environment Nile 

red has an emission maximum at 620 nm, which is shifted to an emission maximum above 

650 nm in polar buffer [174]. In Paper III, the polarity of the fibril surface and the 

conformational stability of AEF1 and AEF2 were monitored by Nile red during exposure 

to increasing concentration of urea. Initially, Nile red interacts with the non-polar parts 

of AEF and when the urea concentration increases, the binding pocket for Nile red is 

unfolded releasing the dye to the surrounding media resulting in shift in emission 

wavelength. Samples were excited at 530 nm and emission spectra were collected 

between 550–800 nm.  
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Results 

Paper I 

Depletion of spleen macrophages delays AA amyloid development: 

A study performed in the rapid mouse model of AA amyloidosis. 
 

In this paper we aimed to investigate both the role of splenic macrophages in amyloid 

formation and the amyloid toxicity to splenic macrophages in the mouse model of AA 

amyloidosis. 

By immunofluorescence staining each kind of splenic macrophage was quantified and 

their location in relation to the amyloid deposits was determined. Our results indicate that 

the amyloid formation was accompanied by diverse reaction of the different 

macrophages. The area of RPMs staining was significantly increased due to the acute 

phase response and independent of amyloid formation. By using the proliferation marker 

Ki67, we showed that the observed increase is due to proliferation. At early stages of 

amyloid deposition, RPMs were not in contact with the amyloid but when the amyloid 

load increased these cells migrated towards the amyloid. The labeled area of MMZMs 

was not affected by the acute phase response or amyloid deposits. However, in the 

marginal zones with amyloid, MMZMs were intermingled with the deposits and minimal 

amyloid deposits were detected intracellularly. Interestingly, the labeled area of MZMs 

was increased in mice injected with AgNO3 alone. Also in inflamed mice exposed to AEF, 

the labeled area of MZMs was increased in areas lacking amyloid deposits. However, 

amyloid formation resulted in progressive reduction of MZMs and when the amyloid load 

was considerable, the MZMs were depleted. By studies in confocal microscopy of co-

localization between each kind of macrophage and amyloid, we found intracellular 

amyloid in all types of macrophages suggesting that they were either involved in 

generation or degradation of amyloid. 

To deplete splenic macrophages, mice were injected with CL, 2 days prior to amyloid 

induction. In all experimental groups that received CL alone or in combination with AEF 

and/or AgNO3, RPMs were totally depleted 2 days after CL injection; they started to 

reappear 6 days after CL injection and were reestablished after 18 days. MMZMs were 

not completely depleted 2 days after CL injection probably because being partially 

protected due to their localization in the inner region of the marginal zone. They 
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reappeared 18 days after CL injection. MZMs were almost completely depleted 2 days 

after CL injection and did not reappear during the study period. 

The number of mice that developed amyloid and the amyloid load was significantly 

decreased in mice that received CL. After 16 days of amyloid induction, all mice that 

received CL developed amyloid but the amyloid grade was lower as compared to mice 

that did not received CL. Since MZMs did not reappear, we conclude that they are not 

required for amyloid formation, however amyloid formation is delayed in the absence of 

these macrophages. 

An unexpected observation of this study was that administration of CL per se resulted in 

amyloid development in all inflamed mice. This was an interesting finding because in 

mice that were treated with AgNO3 alone, amyloid was not detected indicating a role for 

the lipid membrane in the process. 

In conclusion, Paper I shows that amyloid formation was very toxic to MZMs and 

increasing amyloid load caused progressive depletion of these macrophages. On the other 

hand, amyloid formation was not toxic to RPMs and MMZMs, although MMZMs were 

localized intermingled with the deposits. Depletion of macrophages, especially MZMs, 

before amyloid induction lead to delay in AA amyloid development. Under these 

conditions, MMZMs might be involved in the amyloid formation process while RPMs 

are probably involved in the amyloid degradation process. 
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Paper II 

Lipid membranes accelerate amyloid formation in the mouse model 

of AA amyloidosis. 

 
In Paper I, we showed that multilayered liposomes encapsulated clodronate accelerate 

AA amyloid formation in inflamed mice. Therefore this study was aimed to investigate 

the amyloidogenic effect of lipid membranes and compare with the effect of AEF in terms 

of amyloid load and effect on splenic macrophages. 

Mice were treated with multilayered liposomes containing PBS (Lipo) or AEF or the 

combination of AEF/Lipo concurrent with AgNO3. In concordance with the findings in 

Paper I, liposomes accelerated amyloid formation but amyloid deposits induced by 

liposomes appeared later and were less pronounced than deposits induced by AEF. 

Interestingly, the combination of Lipo and AEF was less potent for amyloid induction 

than AEF alone. 

Although we hypothesized that liposomes should accelerate amyloid formation by a 

mechanism different from AEF, the results obtained could not suggest any distinct 

differences between the amyloid deposited. Western blot analysis of spleen homogenates 

from inflamed mice treated with Lipo or AEF or the combination of AEF/Lipo revealed 

no differences in the size of the AA fragments. Moreover, regardless of induction method, 

amyloid formation was accompanied by depletion of MZMs, while RPMs and MMZMs 

appeared unaffected. IL-1β was produced mainly from RPMs in inflamed mice induced 

with AEF and/or liposomes and the expression of IL-1β was increased over a time.  

Liposomes were rapidly cleared from the blood stream within 1 hour while spleen and 

liver uptake peaked after 3 hours and a complete clearance was found after 96 hours. In 

vitro studies using the J774A.1 cell line, showed that liposomes accumulated within 

lysosomes. 

In conclusion, we showed that multilayered liposomes accelerate amyloid formation in 

the mouse model of AA amyloidosis but they were less powerful than AEF. Regardless 

of induction method, the amyloid formation was toxic to MZMs while RPMs and 

MMZMs remained unaffected. We could not define any particular mechanism by which 

liposomes induce amyloid formation. However, we speculate that accumulation of the 

liposomes within lysosomes could interfere with the SAA degradation process favoring 

fibril formation. Moreover, the interaction between lipid membranes and SAA might 

increase the local protein concentration and structural transformation of protein that 

results in enhancement of amyloid formation. 
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Paper III 

Strain-like propagation and cell toxicity of murine AA amyloid 

polymorphs 

 
In model systems of other amyloid diseases, it has been shown that different polymorphs 

of amyloid can be propagated in vivo [62, 175]. In our lab, we had access to two different 

AEFs, which gave us the opportunity to investigate if different polymorphs could be 

maintained in the mouse model of AA amyloidosis using conformation sensitive 

luminescent-conjugated oligothiophenes (LCOs) for the analysis. 

AEF1 and AEF2 were extracted, using the same protocol, from liver of different pools of 

mice with AA amyloid. AEF1 had been stored for 21 years and originated from mice 

exposed to azocasein as inflammatory stimulation, while AEF2 was stored 4 years prior 

to the study and primarily raised in mice induced with AgNO3 and human AA amyloid 

extract  

Electron microscopic characterization showed no significant differences in fibril length 

between AEF1 and AEF2. However AEF1 fibrils were significantly wider than AEF2 

fibrils and had higher average periodicity. Analysis by western blot and mass 

spectrometry showed no major differences between AEF1 and AEF2. Although AEF1 

showed higher conformational stability by Nile red binding, but denatured AEF1 and 

AEF2 presented highly similar Nile red fluorescence spectra. Characterization of the 

morphology by staining with a combination of hFTAA and qFTAA and analysis by 

fluorescence hyperspectral imaging revealed differences. Both AEF1 and AEF2 were 

composed of highly hFTAA positive material, but only AEF1 comprised qFTAA positive 

material. After injecting the respective AEF in inflamed mice, the pattern of LCO binding 

was analyzed in spleen deposits. The polymorphic appearance of AEF1 and AEF2 

reflected the pattern of LCO binding to the respective AEF seed in vitro.  

Cytotoxicity studies in the murine macrophage-like cell line J774.A1 showed that both 

AEF1 and AEF2 were toxic to the cells. However AEF2 was significantly more toxic than 

AEF1. 

In conclusion, we showed that the two different AEF isolates displayed a significant 

difference in LCO spectra as well as fibrillar morphology and cytotoxicity. AEF1, able 

to bind qFTAA, represents a more mature morphology, while AEF2 is less mature and 

accordingly more toxic in cell culture experiments. The polymorph of amyloid aggregates 

was replicated in vivo in the mouse model of AA amyloidosis in a prion like mechanism.  
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Discussion 

The relevance of mouse models in studies of AA 

amyloidosis  

Different sets of transgenic mouse models have been used in the investigation of AA 

disease. In transgenic mice expressing human IL-6 under the control of the mouse MT-I 

promoter (MT-I/hIL-6), the continuous IL-6 expression leads to increased circulating 

concentrations of SAA [176]. In these animals, amyloid typically develops at 5 months 

of age and the deposits are mostly detected in the perifollicular regions of the spleen. 

However, seeding with AA fibrils isolated from duck or goose foie gras, accelerates the 

development of the amyloid deposits to 3 weeks in this transgenic model [177]. In mice 

expressing doxycycline-inducible SAA, the SAA synthesis is increased independently of 

inflammation and AA amyloid develops after 5 weeks. In concordance with other 

described models, a single injection of amyloid extracts (AEF) results in amyloid 

development after 2 days [178]. This means that the overproduction of SAA, not the 

inflammation per se, is responsible for development of the disease. This is in agreement 

with the results from Paper I and II, where subcutaneous injection of AgNO3 triggered 

inflammation and AEF accelerated amyloid formation. We show that the SAA 

concentration is dependent on inflammation and is independent of amyloid formation or 

injection of liposomes. In contrast to the transgenic models, the inflammation inducible 

mouse model of AA amyloidosis that we used in our studies, has been widely used for 

investigation of AA amyloidosis [117, 119, 179]. This model mirror many aspects of 

human AA amyloidosis and may provide insights regarding the role of inflammatory 

cytokines in stimulating the production of SAA as well as the role of macrophages in 

generation of AA and proteolysis of SAA. Human AA amyloidosis typically develops 

after many years of chronic inflammatory disease and not all patients will be affected. In 

the mouse model, AA deposition is accelerated by administration of different kinds of 

seed, including AEF, concurrent with inflammatory stimulation. Therefore, it is 

interesting to speculate that AA deposition in human also may be triggered upon exposure 

to some kind of seed.
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The role of macrophages in inflammation 

The role of SAA during inflammation and the relationship between SAA concentration 

and amyloid deposition is still unclear [179, 180]. It has been suggested that SAA 

concentration is reduced during amyloid formation due to the deposition of circulating 

SAA in the tissue and therefore the patient with higher amyloid load may show lower 

SAA concentration [181]. However in our study we could not correlate the amount of 

SAA to the amyloid load (Paper II).  

Lower SAA concentrations were found in the groups of mice with depleted macrophages, 

compare to the corresponding control (Paper I). This is probably due to the elimination 

of RPMs, which results in lower concentration of proinflammatory cytokines such as 

TNF-α and IL-6, both important for SAA elevation during the acute phase response [135]. 

Moreover, it has been described that SAA itself has the ability to induce production of 

proinflammatory cytokines such as TNF-α, IL-8 and IL-1β and may thereby amplify the 

inflammatory process [182, 183]. 

IL-1β was detected in the red pulp after 1 hour in inflamed mice injected with AEF and/or 

liposomes and increased over time (Paper II). Interestingly, in mice that received only 

AgNO3, no IL-1β expression was detected, although the SAA level was high. Therefore, 

we speculate that AEF per se might activate the inflammasome. This is in accordance 

with the finding that oligomers of islet amyloid polypeptide activate the NLRP3 

inflammasome and produce mature IL-1β [184]. 

 

Macrophages in AA amyloidogenesis 

Monocytes isolated form healthy individuals has been shown to degrade SAA completely, 

while monocytes from patients with amyloidosis instead produce SAA intermediates 

[185]. SAA bound to HDL is taken up by endocytosis and the degradation can therefore 

take place in lysosomes [186]. Among several different lysosomal cathepsins, cathepsin 

B has been shown to produce the amyloidogenic fragment of 76 residues [187]. We also 

found that the predominant AA fragment in spleen corresponded to the 76 amino acid 

residue (Paper III). Recently an in vitro study of J774.A1 cells incubated with 

recombinant SAA1 and HDL showed that accumulation of intralysosomal amyloid 

eventually caused lysosomal membrane permeabilization and cell death with release of 

the AA amyloid deposits extracellularly [188]. Moreover they showed that the amyloid 

could only be detected if the incubation time was more than 20 hours, which indicates 

that the internalization of SAA into the cells should be long enough to exceed their 

proteolytic capacity [188]. A study performed in cell cultures of mouse peritoneal 

macrophages indicates that the endocytosis of SAA leads to incomplete degradation of 

SAA and cleavage of SAA into AA fragments followed by extracellular deposition of 
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amyloid [189]. We showed that amyloid formation was very toxic to MZMs (Paper I and 

II). In accordance with the cell models described above, we speculate that the 

overproduction of SAA during acute inflammation exceed the lysosomal proteases 

capacity of MZMs and results in incomplete lysosomal degradation of SAA. In presence 

of AEF the amyloid propagation can occur, which eventually results in cell death and 

release of extracellular amyloid. We could not determine if SAA proteolysis was 

intracellular or extracellular, but since we detected intracellular amyloid in MZMs (Paper 

I), the amyloid is at least initially intracellular. The impact of MZMs in amyloid formation 

is, however, challenged by the macrophage depletion experiments (Paper I), since no 

recovery of these macrophages is detected. This indicates that MZMs are important but 

not crucial for formation of amyloid. 

The exact role of RPMs in amyloidosis in not clear. Several studies indicate that the 

proliferation of resident macrophages is increased during inflammatory conditions [190-

193]. In Paper I and II, we showed that RPMs proliferate in response to AgNO3 and 

probably their proliferation is independent of amyloid. After depletion of macrophages 

with clodronate, RPMs are initially completely depleted but is then the first cell type to 

reappear and shows approximately 40% recovery 6 days after CL administration. RPMs 

are therefore possible candidates that may have a role in amyloid formation. On the other 

hand, at early time points and low amyloid load there is a distinct distance between the 

amyloid deposits and the RPMs. In studies of the clearance of amyloid in mouse model 

of AA amyloidosis, F4/80 positive macrophages colocalize with amyloid A during 

amyloid resolution [117]. Thus, we speculate that RPMs are involved in the amyloid 

degradation rather than amyloid formation due to their migration towards amyloid at the 

later stage. 

MMZMs form a continuous ring-like structure in the inner part of the marginal zone, and 

contained minimal intracellularly amyloid deposits (Paper I). Interestingly, after 16 days 

in the presence of extensive amount of amyloid, MMZMs have partially migrated into 

the white pulp. MMZMs are highly phagocytic and able to transfer the antigens to splenic 

dendritic cells leading to activation of T-cell responses [194]. In addition, MMZMs can 

serve as antigen presenting cells stimulating secretion of IgM and IgG antibodies against 

protein AA [195]. Therefore the activation of B cells against amyloid might be a reason 

for the MMZMs to migrate toward the white pulp.  

After CL injection, low number of MMZMs are still present in the inner part of the 

marginal zone (Paper I). It has been previously shown that the phagocytic cells distant 

from the circulation have lower access to blood born particles such as clodronate 

containing liposomes [196]. MMZMs had not recovered 6 days after CL injection, but 

since a low number of MMZMs remained after depletion they are possible candidates to 

have a role in amyloid formation. After 16 day over 80% of the MMZMs had recovered 

and amyloid was detected in spleen of all mice but with lower amyloid grade as compared 

to mice with normal number of macrophages. A study in the huIL-6 transgenic mice that 
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were injected with labeled AEF 24 hours after clodronate containing liposomes injection, 

indicates that the distribution of AEF in spleen and liver is not affected by macrophage 

depletion [196]. However they only showed overall uptake of AEF in the spleen without 

determining the distribution in macrophages. Therefore it is possible that in the absence 

of splenic macrophages, AEF is accumulated extracellularly in spleen.  

In summary, macrophages have a central and complex role in inflammation and AA 

amyloidosis. By production of proinflammatory cytokines, they maintain the 

inflammation and simultaneously by uptake of SAA-HDL contribute to degradation of 

SAA. Malfunction or overload during the degradation might lead to accumulation of 

amyloidogenic peptides that risk to form a nucleus. In the presence of e.g., AEF, 

propagation of the amyloid formation might inevitably take place. 

  

The role of lipid membranes in amyloidogenesis 

Interaction between membranes and amyloidogenic proteins is of great interest for 

protein folding and aggregation, and has been shown to be involved in the pathology of 

amyloidogenic proteins such as Aβ, α-synuclein, and IAPP [197-199]. Several studies 

with the Aβ peptide indicate that the toxicity is induced via interaction of the peptide with 

lipid membranes, although the interaction is not characterized in detail [200, 201]. 

Interestingly, in our studies we found AA amyloid deposits in mice treated with AgNO3 

and liposomes (Paper I and II). Since liposomes could not have a seeding effect, the 

mechanism of amyloid formation must differ from that of AEF. 

Although in vitro studies indicate that the proteolytic cleavage of SAA results in AA 

amyloid deposition [186], many aspects of AA amyloid deposition in vivo are still unclear. 

For instance, it is not yet explored, whether the precursor protein of AA fragments is the 

lipid-free SAA, the HDL-bound SAA, or the misfolded β-sheet-rich aggregated SAA. 

It has been shown in vitro that addition of HDL or lipid particles stabilizes the SAA in the 

α-helical conformation and consequently protects it from fibrillation [202]. However, if 

the HDL bound SAA is internalized into cells, the protective effect of HDL is inhibited 

[188]. Moreover SAA-HDL forms marginally stable α-helices at 37 °C near to 

physiological condition, which differs from the stable α-helical structure. This marginally 

stable α-helices promote the intermolecular interaction and leads to conversion from α-

helices to β-sheets in amyloid [202]. The same mechanism has been described for Aβ 

peptide at the lipid surface [203, 204]. Therefore we speculate that, when SAA-HDL is 

internalized into the macrophages, the HDL is released from SAA and in the presence of 

liposomes, SAA forms the marginally stable α-helices, which facilitate the formation of 

β-sheet and consequently results in formation of amyloid. 

In vitro studies has shown that lysosomes are the initial sites of AA fibril formation [84, 

160]. Moreover, for many amyloid precursor proteins such as SAA, transthyretin, Ig light 
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chain and Aβ peptide, the acidic pH of the lysosomal compartment is important for 

amyloid fibril formation [205, 206]. An in vitro study of lipid free SAA indicates that at 

pH 3.5-4.5 stable oligomers highly resistance to proteolysis are formed and as they escape 

from lysosomal degradation they accumulate in the lysosomes [207]. Following the 

fluorescent liposomes in vitro, we showed that liposomes are phagocytosed by 

macrophages and co-localize with lysosomes, where SAA is also internalized. Thus, 

addition of liposomes can facilitate the conversion of these oligomers to form intracellular 

amyloid, which probably results in cell death.  

Taken together, we showed for the first time that lipid membranes have amyloidogenic 

effect in the mouse model of AA amyloidosis. Thus, liposomes offer a new model system 

for studies of AA amyloid formation in vivo. 

 

AA amyloid polymorphs and templating 

The heterogeneous amyloid morphotypes has been observed in different amyloid forming 

proteins, such as Aβ, transthyretin and AA amyloid [105, 175, 208]. In amyloid deposits, 

protein AA consists of a mixture of peptides of different length and it has been shown that 

different clinical and histological appearances of the disease are reflected in the length of 

the AA amyloid fibrils [209]. The seed dependent templating has been shown in Aβ 

amyloid where the Aβ morphotype is transmitted to transgenic mice overexpressing the 

Aβ precursor protein [210]. The same phenomenon has been observed in a study of 

transmission using transgenic mice overexpressing PrP [211]. In experimental 

inflammatory-induced murine AA amyloidosis, administration of amyloid fibril extract 

from the same or different animal species as well as amyloid like fibrils will shorten the 

time for onset of amyloid development. This indicates that AA amyloidosis could be 

transmissible and that the transmission mechanism is similar to that of the prion disease 

[125, 212-214]. 

In Paper III, we used two different murine amyloid extracts named AEF1 and AEF2, 

originated from two different sources, of different age, as well as concentration. The 

combination of qFTAA and hFTAA was used to determine the conformational 

differences. Both AEF1 and AEF2 were highly positive for hFTAA, which detects 

immature amyloid deposits as well as mature. However, only AEF1 was positive for 

qFTAA, which previously has been shown to bind mature amyloid with rigid and ordered 

structure [82, 83, 215]. Interestingly, the fibrillar morphology, of AEF1 was significantly 

different from a grid of fresh AEF1, prepared 21 years earlier, as studied by TEM (Paper 

III). This indicates that rearrangement of the amyloid fibrils had occurred during storage. 

Similarly, in a transgenic mouse model of Alzheimer’s disease, the conformational 

properties of amyloid changed as the animal aged [83, 216]. Therefore we assume that 

AEF1 prepared from amyloid laden liver collected 21-28 days post amyloid induction 
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contain more mature amyloid than AEF2 prepared from liver collected 16 days post 

induction. Thus, it is likely that the age differences at preparation and after storage 

between AEF1 and AEF2, used in Paper III, is a factor that determine the different 

conformational structures. Moreover, it has been reported that polymorphic differences 

between murine and human AA amyloid exist [217]. Since the origin of AEF1 and AEF2 

is from mouse and human, respectively, the conformational differences could also be due 

to the differences in their origins. Furthermore, the spectral characteristics of the LCO 

fluorescence was similar even when different concentrations of AEF1 or AEF2 were 

stained with LCOs. This indicate that the binding of amyloid AA to LCOs is not 

concentration dependent. 

The LCO staining showed that the conformational properties of AEF1 and AEF2 was 

retained in the respective spleen tissues (Paper III). This indicates a templating 

mechanism where the conformation of the seed is transmitted in a prion-like manner. It 

has been shown that more mature Aβ fibrils are less toxic than the immature fibrils in a 

Drosophila model of Alzheimer’s disease [218]. Our results from cell culture studies in 

Paper III indicate that AEF1 with more rigid structure and more mature fibrils induced 

less toxicity when compared to AEF2. The corresponding comparison of toxicity is 

however more challenging to do in tissue. In Paper I and II, AEF2 was used as seed in 

the mouse experiments and we found that the MZMs were very sensitive to amyloid 

formation, and increasing amyloid load caused progressive depletion of this population 

of macrophage. We could not elucidate the mechanism of cytotoxicity, however, 

detection of intracellular amyloid deposits indicate an intracellular process. Since MZMs 

were also progressively depleted after amyloid induction with liposomes, we conclude 

that amyloid formation induces toxicity to MZMs regardless of the method of amyloid 

induction. In Paper III, the hFTAA positivity was detected in amyloid deposits induced 

by both AEF1 and AEF2. However, the qFTAA positive amyloid deposits were not 

detected until 14 days after amyloid induction with AEF1 and at this time point most 

MZMs were already depleted. These results are interpreted as that formation of amyloid 

with immature conformation is toxic to MZMs in vivo. 

Taken together, we showed for the first time that the polymorph dependent templating is 

not only a characteristic for prion strains, but also occurs in AA amyloidosis. Amyloid 

toxicity is related to the amyloid polymorph. 
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Conclusions 

From the findings presented in this thesis the following conclusions can be drawn: 

 

 In the rapid AA amyloid mouse model, splenic macrophages contribute to the 

maintenance of inflammation. Amyloid or amyloid formation has an important impact 

on the distribution of splenic macrophages. Regardless of induction method used in 

inflamed mice, amyloid formation is highly toxic to MZMs, while RPMs and 

MMZMs appeare insensitive to amyloid. RPMs migrate towards the amyloid when 

amyloid is extended, which indicate that RPMs may be involved in amyloid 

degradation.  

 Depletion of macrophages, especially MZMs, before amyloid induction results in 

delayed amyloid development. MMZMs are re-established before MZMs and may 

therefore have a role in amyloid formation in absence of MZMs. 

 Lipid membranes induce amyloid formation in inflamed mice. The amyloidogenic 

effect of lipid membranes is weaker as compared to AEF. Intravenously injected 

liposomes are rapidly cleared by spleen and liver and co-localized with lysosomes. 

The accumulation of liposomes in lysosomes may interfere with the SAA degradation 

process and promote amyloid formation. 

 Characterization of two AEF preparations revealed different ultrastructure and LCO-

sensitive conformation. The structural properties of the amyloid fibril polymorphs are 

linked to their cytotoxicity. 

 Two different AEF template their respective polymorphs on the host when used to 

induce amyloid formation in inflamed mice. This indicate that strain-like propagation 

occurs in the experimental mouse AA amyloidosis model. 
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